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Rain and Temperatures 
 

The rainfall season is ending very well with another above long term average 
for the month of May. We are now 14% above the long term average and 
sitting on 467.4mm for the season. This month’s rainfall of 10.0mm did not do 
much for the grasses as the temperatures are not conducive for growth. 

 

 

 

 

Temperatures for the month 
included a low of 10 degree Celsius 
and a high of 29 degrees Celsius. On 
average the days are almost 5 
degrees cooler than in April. 
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Sightings 

 

Good sightings have been a bit scarce with relatively few members visiting the reserve. 

Lions were seen at Pebble Loop and Ndlovu dams and on Ebony Road. 

Wild dog on Dead Lead Drive, a honey badger on Rocky Horror and a leopard on Instant Alley were highlights.  

Neighbour developments                                                                                           

On the last Saturday of May we had the semi-official cutting of the fence with Maseke.  The three chairpersons from 
Parsons, ONGR and Grietjie, together with Sean Nielson the lessee of Maseke were able to attend. A symbolic stretch of 
25m between ONGR and Maseke has been opened in the top corner with Grietjie.  

 

Infrastructure developments                                                                                              

ROADS  

Members that have visited the 
reserve in the last two months will 
have seen a new road on Rocky 
Horror between the Sedumoni 
crossing and the road to White 
Cliffs Lookout.  This new road, the 
Pools, is a cul-de-sac that is proving 
to be quite popular with members 
not only because of the scenery but 

game is also attracted to the natural pools there. 

Some improvements to the roads have been made at the parking spots of 
Wildebeest, Zebra and Pebble Loop dams.  Road changes were also made on 
Ebony at the Sedumoni crossing and entrance to the hides at Kudu Pan.  

 (Photo by Jason B5) 
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Poaching                          

No rhino were poached on Balule over the month. Only one known incursion occurred and while no arrests were made the 
poachers were made to leave the area.  

Guest Contributions                   

From time to time we have the pleasure of guest contributions from member “experts” on different topics, such as birds 
and trees, relating to ONGR, included into this newsletter. Please see a contribution on ordinary birds that we often see on 
the farm but have unique features about them on the last page.  

Thank you, Rene.  

If you would like to make a contribution or suggest a topic of interest - please make contact with Joe. 

 
Seasonal Activities

Roads. 

Bernard and the road team have been busy filling in potholes and repairing road humps on Pagati Link, Secret Valley and 
Candelabra Alley. 

 

(Photo by Jason B5) 

UNITS FOR SALE 

Full Share B9 and B14 

Full or Half Share B36 
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OFFICE & HOUSEKEEPING  
NEW

General

NEW E-MAIL ADDRESSES 

Please note that the existing e-mail addresses will be 
phased out over the next two months and that the 
following e-mail addresses can be used as of now. 

All service requests and queries (cleans, vehicle checks 
etc.) to be sent to Dalene on reservations@ongr.co.za. 
Please make use of the attached reservation forms which 
is also available on the website.  

Any queries on your general account is also to be sent to 
Dalene but to generalaccounts@ongr.co.za  

Queries on your levy account are to be sent to Reinette 
on finance@ongr.co.za  

Bernard will available on assistant@ongr.co.za 

Joe can be reached on warden@ongr.co.za 

Please send all photos for the website to 
webuploads@ongr.co.za 

 

 

(Splash of colour) 

CLUBHOUSE 

Members are reminded that the new Clubhouse is used 
at your own risk. Parents are advised to ensure that 
children do not walk across the rim / overflow wall of the 
swimming pool at any time.   

Please ensure you leave tables and chairs as you would 
like to find them on your next visit

Braai fires 

The veld has dried out quite dramatically over the last month and the chances of veld fires are a real danger. Members are 
asked to make sure that all braai fires are extinguished properly if there is no-one to watch over it. 

Elephant on tar road 

There have been reports of elephant on the road between Gravelotte and the T-junction near Mica. Members driving along 
that stretch of the road after dark should be especially vigilant. 

Causeway Restrictions 

Please remember to make bookings with the office to go game drives on Olifants River over the following days-                                          

16 and 17June and then probably from the 30th till the 3rd of July.

mailto:reservations@ongr.co.za
mailto:finance@ongr.co.za
mailto:assistant@ongr.co.za
mailto:warden@ongr.co.za
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Guest Contributions 

2000 ELEPHANTS LATER; STILL FEELING AT HOME ON ONGR 
Rene Vromans 

 
One thing I remember very well from my first day ever on ONGR is that I desperately wanted to see some proof of 
elephants before I would decide to buy the last available rondawel A4 in the main complex. The ranger at that time, Tim, 
tried everything on the game drive but no luck, no elephants at all. Some (cold) big-foot tracks along the river were all he 
could show me. In my mind something was telling me that those foot prints were probably hand made by the commercial 
department to sell shares.   
 
But in January 2002 I saw lovely lush green bush due to high early rainfall, some wildebeest & impalas at the turn off to unit 
B38 and some bush pigs in daytime on the now called Ebony road! So there was potential and my sister, Annemiek, and I 
bought our shares. Our best investment decision so far. Endless dividends by means of sun downers, sightings and a quiet 
bush live. 
 
And yes, on my first real vacation on ONGR in August 2002 I saw my first two elephants (BIG 1) next to the Panzi Link road. 
Later on we saw from our veranda also two bull elephants drinking at the river edge. Life was from that moment on good. I 
still have that picture, of the two tiny giants in the far distance, on the wall at home. For the rest we were happy with bush 
buck, nyala (young male), squirrels and monkeys in the main camp. To see the real wild live we needed to go every time to 
KNP for lions, buffalo and leopards.  
 
Two years after buying, we saw the first rhino’s (BIG 2) on the south, after that the causeway was completed. 
 
And it took another few years before we saw the lions that everybody was talking about and, later buffalo’s and leopards  
(Big 5 at last!!!). 

 

 



  

 

 

 

Today it is common to see the big five on ONGR/ORGR including black & white rhino on both sides of the Olifants River and 
even a cheetah last January 2017 on Jackalberry road. I missed the wild dogs by seconds in December 2016 on the other 
side of the river from A12! But next to that I saw in the last fifteen years also sable (a big thanks to Mr. Ian Black from ORGR 
and Dinidza for this introduction project), hyena, civet, wild cat, caracal, honey badger, the little five, the ugly five, the rare 
five (with the exception of the pangolin & suni) rock dassie, klipspinger, ground hornbills (my favorite bird), kingfisher, 
saddle billed stork, black mamba, nasty puff adder, deadly scorpions and more birds than I thought there would exist in the 
world.   
 
James, our field ranger, taught us also a lot of interesting things about trees on the bush walk and can tell you a lot about 
our reserve if you ask him to guide you on a game drive. He is pleasant company with a good hearing and eyesight for game 
viewing. 
If you want to do something different just sponsor the helicopter flights and you can see the reserve from a different angle 
out of the air. So it is never boring when wild life spotting.  
 
Yes there are still animals I want to see like pangolin, otter and the pel’s fishing owl. Joe, our super manager/ranger, 
pointed out its call in the area of B29 last December but I also want to see it. Thank you to all the members who post their 
pictures on our website. It very is nice to see and hear all the news from the reserve while being at work in Holland.  
 
I love to see from our veranda the beautiful river view in front of our lodge A4 where every time elephants will cross the 
river to and from north, almost on a daily basis. 
 
I counted every elephant I saw at the reserve and now, with more than 2,000 elephants over the last fifteen years, it still 
does not satisfy my game thirst. 
 
Besides the good wildlife experiences over the years, the improvements which include staff and main camp upgrade, a lot 
of fences removed, an awful new swimming pool (a fantastic job done), a big new game reserve next to us (Maseke) and 
even driving on Grietjie is now a pleasure, are noteworthy. Good sightings of elephants, buffalo and sometimes lion and 
rhino. 
 
The biggest setback is undoubtedly the war on poachers, which we are not winning at the moment, despite all efforts by 
our management. Maybe we have to start thinking about removing the horns. 
 
Coming from a land (The Netherlands) with more cows, pigs & chickens than people as the only “wildlife”, South Africa and 
in particular the Kruger Park is a better place to be. So yes I will come back with friends, to relax and enjoy whatever will 
show up.  
 
Big thanks to everyone who makes this possible. 

 

 
 

  

 

 


